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Tumor Treating Fields



TumorTreating Fields: a tale of two trials

Stupp et al, Eur J Canc 2012 Sep;48:2192-202; Stupp et al, JAMA 2017;318:2306-2316

Recurrent glioblastoma Newly diagnosed glioblastoma

Median
OS

1 yr OS Median
PFS

PFS-6 ORR

TTF 6.6 mo 20% 2.2 mo 21.4% 12%

chemo 6.0 mo 20% 2.1 mo 15.1% 6%

HR: 0.63; 95% CI, 0.53-0.76; P < .001). 

Median
OS

2 yr OS Median
PFS

RT/TMZ + TTF 20.9 mo 43% 6.7 mo

RT/TMZ 16.0 mo 31% 4.0 mo



Could intensive monitoring impact 
outcome? 

Bakitas et al, JCO 2015;33:1438-1445 Temel et al, N Engl J Med 2010;363:733-42

• Early palliative care improves overall survival
• Less clear though why that would impact PFS



Cost effectiveness: depending on region of origin…

§ Using a different type of model and updated survival outcomes, our 
results show TTF remains an intervention that is not cost-effective, 
which greatly restrains its diffusion to potentially eligible patients. (…) It 
is then very unlikely that the therapy is recommended in health care 
systems, like in the United Kingdom, Australia or Canada, that use 
cost-effectiveness as a major driver of decision making1

§ The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) was $150,452 per life 
year gained and $197,336 per QALY gained. (…)  Adding TTFields to 
maintenance TMZ resulted in a substantial increase in the estimated 
mean lifetime survival and quality-adjusted survival for newly-diagnosed 
GBM patients. Treatment with TTFields can be considered cost-
effective within the reported range of willingness-to-pay thresholds in 
the US.2

1Connock et al, Neuro-Oncol 2019;143:605-11; 2Guzauskas et al, J Med Econ 2019;22:1006-1013



The future for TTF: other solid cancers and brain mets?

§ TTFields therapy inhibits cell proliferation, disrupts cell division, 
interferes with cell migration and invasion, and reduces DNA repair.

§ With ongoing clinical trials, TTFields likely will become another 
treatment modality for solid malignancies

§ Brain mets?

Wang et al, Oncologist. 2019 Aug 
23



Are all brain mets created equal?

§ The effect of TTFields frequency-dependent: ”Each cell line has a specific 
optimal frequency with maximal inhibitory effect on cell division”1

§ “the optimal frequency is 100 kHz for mouse melanoma (B16F1), 150 kHz for 
human breast carcinoma (MDA-MB-231), and 200 kHz for rat glioma (F-
98).(…) in  two human glioma cell lines (U-118 and U-87) (…) the optimal 
TTFields frequency was identical to rat glioma cell lines (i.e., 200 kHz).”

§ TTFields dose-dependent: the inhibitory effect of TTFields starts at 
1 V/cm and increases with increasing field intensity

Kirson et al, Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 2007;104:10152–10157; Wenger et 
al, Conf Proc IEEE Eng Med Biol Soc. 2015;2015:2555-8 



Not all brain mets are created equal

NSCLS single brain
metastases NSCLC multiple 

brain metastasesMelanoom, 
multiple brain mets

Respond differently to radiotherapy, 
systemic chemotherapy

Mulvenna et al,Lancet Oncol 2016;388:2004-14 

QUARTZ trial



Brain mets

§ Many patients with brain mets have a poor prognosis
§ Only rarely suffer from intracerebral disease alone

§ Half of the patients die of systemic disease
§ The brain mets confined to the CNS alone are a minority, and may have 

other local treatment options as well
§ Brains mets is no single disease
§ Cost effectiveness will continue to present an issue

Ø Evidence must be provided, in well circumscribed histologies and type 
of lesions (single, multiple)



Reasonable requirement: provide evidence, not opinion

§ Randomized controlled studies in brain mets per cancer type



Archangel Michael 


